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ABSTRACT
Cryptography is a technique for secure communication. Cryptography main objectives are
confidentiality, integrity, non-repudiation, availability and authentication. Cryptography is a well
defined and used technique to secure sensitive data. It has been using in cloud computing
technology by various cloud service provider. Customers across the world are looking for storage
infrastructure to store huge amount of data securely. Hence they are opting on demand, ready
available, internet based and maintenance free infrastructure known as cloud data storage as a
service. Many potential vendors like Microsoft and Amazon providing this service to customer across
the globe. But major challenge is customer trust on vendor. Vendor has to prove customer that their
data is safe via cryptography, security breach penalty, policies and security agreement so on.
However, it is difficult to gain customer confident on vendor security. Hence we are proposing
customer end algorithm called multilevel cryptography for secure cloud data storage where
customer performs multiple cryptography operations on their data before storing into a cloud. In
this paper we present the multilevel cryptography algorithm for secure cloud data storage with
design and analysis.
Keywords: Cloud service provider, Data storage as a Service, Multilevel Cryptography, Secure Cloud
Data, and Secure Communication.
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Introduction

Today data security are achieving through cryptography. Many encryption and decryption
techniques are in place and ready to use in cloud computing technology. Kawser Wazed Nafi, Tonny
Shekha Kar, Sayed Anisul Hoque [1] have proposed a method by implementing RSA algorithm to
ensure the security of data in cloud computing. RSA algorithm used to encrypt the data to provide
security so that only the authorized user can access it. It consists of Public-Key and Private-Key.
Public-Key is known to all, whereas Private-Key is known only to the user who is authenticated. Once
the data is encrypted with the Public-Key, it is possible to decrypt with the corresponding PrivateKey only. Eman M.Mohamed, Hatem S. Abdelkader [2] explain the data security system
implemented into cloud computing using RC4, RC6, MARS, AES, DES, 3DES, Two-Fish and Blowfish
algorithm. The security architecture of the system is designed by using DES cipher block chaining,
which eliminates the fraud that occurs today with stolen data. Kan Yang, Xiaohua Jia [3] describes
the multilevel encryption for Ensuring Public Cloud. This technique applies multiple encryption
algorithms for given plaintext. Follow the same level of decryption to convert back from cipher text.
Cong wang, Qian wang, and Kui ren, Wenjing Lou describes how to ensure the data storage security
in cloud computing [4]. In Cryptography and Network Security Principles and Practices [5],
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mentioned many encryption technique and cryptography principles which can be adopted in cloud
computing technology [5]. The following are amongst the most well known: i) DES: This is the 'Data
Encryption Standard'. This is a cipher that operates on 64-bit blocks of data, using a 56-bit key. It is a
'private key' system. Ii) RSA: RSA is a public-key system designed by Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman. Iii)
HASH: A 'hash algorithm' is used for computing a condensed representation of a fixed length
message/file. This is sometimes known as a 'message digest', or a 'fingerprint'. iv) MD5: MD5 is a 128
bit message digest function. It was developed by Ron Rivest. AES
This is the Advanced Encryption Standard (using the Rijndael block cipher) approved by NIST. V) SHA1: SHA-1 is a hashing algorithm similar in structure to MD5, but producing a digest of 160 bits (20
bytes). Vi) HMAC: HMAC is a hashing method that uses a key in conjunction with an algorithm such
as MD5 or SHA-1. Thus one can refer to HMAC-MD5 and HMAC-SHA1 [5].
Many authentications also exist to ensure the cloud customer authentication while using cloud
service they are i) Simple text password ii) Third party authentication iii) Graphical password iv)
Biometric and v) 3D password object and etc are explained in [6][7][8][9]. We have presented
multilevel authentication technique for accessing cloud services in [10].Some of the existing cloud
authentication methods and techniques are described in [11] - [17].
The main challenge is though there are many techniques , method are available in cryptography and
literature, what is the method to make sure customer that their data is keeping confidentially at
cloud service provider end? What are the ways to gain customer faith on service vendor
cryptography? As a solution, can vendors announce one service plan that customer is responsible for
data confidentiality and vendor only responsibility is providing storage area with data disaster
recovery. We are getting the motivation of the paper including shortcoming of the work carried out
by various authors. In this paper, we present such service plan in details. We proposed a plan to
customer to have a dedicated setup of software known as multilevel cloud cryptographer with
customized option. It performs cryptography on sensitive data in multiple levels and in multiple ways
before migrating customer data to service vendor infrastructure. Detailed information presented in
remaining section of this paper. This paper is organized as following manner. Section II, presents the
multilevel cryptography algorithms. Section III, describes the system design details of proposed
algorithms Section IV presents the detailed analysis. Section V, concludes the paper along with
future enhancement.

2

Multilevel Cryptography for Secure Cloud Data Storage

In this section we describe the proposed multilevel cryptography algorithm. This algorithm applied in
customer side against their sensitive data. Before migrating to cloud vendor storage infrastructure
customer performs data cryptography in multiple levels and in multiple ways. The levels and ways
are decided by customer based on their data confidentiality and organizational structure. In this
section we proposed three levels and three different ways on customer behalf. Proposed three
levels are Chief Data officer, Cryptography Officer and Data Designers and its corresponding three
ways are Data lock, Data encryption and Metadata respectively. Customer can customize levels and
ways of cryptography. Customer is free to apply any techniques/methods available in literature as
multiple levels way without knowing to service vendor or anybody. But first level and last level are
recommended as important to have in their customized setup. Because its added different features
in proposed cloud cryptography than encryptions alone. In algorithm1, we consider customer
sensitive data as plaintext message m and migrated data as cipher text c.
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Algorithm1: multilevel cryptography algorithm for migrating

Step 1: plaintext message m processed in metadata to get jumbled message ‘mo’
mo: jd (m)
Whereas ‘j’ refers to jumbled process, ‘d’ is data about the jumbled process
Step 2: Data encryption for processed metadata and pack in file/folder f.
c=e (mo)
f= c1, c2, …cn
f=∑ni=1 c
Step 3 :Locking the data file/folder/package and send to cloud storage s
s: lock(f)
Therefore for migration formula is => lock ( f+ (e(jd (m))) obtained.
Algorithm2: multilevel cryptography algorithm for accessing the migrated data
Step 1: Unlocking the retrieved data file/folder/package from cloud storage
f: unlock(s)
Step 2: Extract Folder/file and perform decryption to get back mo.
For i=1 to n
c=Split (f)
mo =d (c)
Step 3: processed in metadata to get plaintext message m from jumbled message ‘mo’
m: j-d (mo)
Therefore for accession formula is => j-d(d (split - (unlock (s)))) obtained
Example
Let us take example and apply this algorithm for set of sensitive data i.e customer pin set
{2345, 4567, 5645}.
i) Below are the migration steps to get migrated data output
1. mo= jd jumbled with even first and odd next, left to right i.e change data position to
2413 order
i.e = {3524, 5746,6554} d has order info i.e 2413 .
2. Apply any encryption algorithm we used simple substitution i.e add +2 to mo
c= {5746, 7968, 8776}
3. Pack all, lock and place in file
lock (f= {574679688776 }) hence migrated data is locked 574679688776
ii) Below are the accession steps to get plain text from migrated data.
Split (Unlock (574679688776)) with size of 4
{5746, 7968, 8776}
Decrypt with -2 for spitted data {5746, 7968, 8776}
{3524, 5746,6554}
Reorder with jumbled inverse function i.e 2413-1
j-d({3524, 5746,6554})
=>{2345, 4567, 5645}

Proposed three levels and corresponding ways are in described in table 1 and corresponding
architecture are represented in figure 1.
Table 1: Proposed multilevel cryptography
Level
No
1.
2
3

Level Name
Chief
Data
Officer
Cryptography
Officer
Data Designer

Ways of
Cryptography
Data lock
Data encryption
Metadata

Description
Locks the data with one suitable authentication ( password, biometric,
Multi Level Authentication and etc)
Responsible for data encryption with private. He is free to choose
available encryption technique like RSA, DES, AES and etc.
Responsible for data storage order/structure/pattern designs. Keep the
data pattern of sensitive data.
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Figure 1: Proposed multi-level cryptography architecture (before migration)

Figure 2: Proposed multi-level cryptography architecture (during accession)

Proposed architecture presents, sensitive data first converts into metadata by data designer. In
second level converted data get processed with data encryption by Cryptography officer. This
encryption algorithm can be multiple or single; it depends on customer and their confidentiality.
Final step encrypted data file/folder/package locking done by chief data officer. Customer has to
follow these multilevel steps before migrating data. Now, as a description for accessing the same
data, customer has to follow the reverse steps as below figure 2. First, Chief Data officer has to
unlock received data from cloud vendor. Cloud vendor may use cryptography technique or it just
provides data storage with data disaster recovery. After unlocking, cryptography officer decrypt the
unlocked files/folder/package. Finally data designed use metadata to take back original
order/structure/pattern. Finally it reaches actual data base. Here, all the levels people are equally
responsible and required in this process.

3

System Design

In this section we present the designs of the proposed multilevel cryptography using petri net
theory. The system modeling is done using Petri nets, which are vividly portrayed in figure 6. Petri
nets are a special form of bipartite directed graph represented by < P, T, In, Out> , in which Place
(denoted as p) and Transitions (denoted as t) are disjoint sets of nodes, and In and Out are sets of
edges. We carry out formal modeling for our system to precisely discover how user can migrate to
cloud using multilevel cloud cryptography. How user can access the sensitive data back from
migrated cloud. The model is explained as follows. Figure 3shown Petri net model before migrating
into cloud storage. The places p1, p2, p3, p4, p5 and p10 represent the steps to convert from
URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.14738/tnc.26.591
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sensitive data to multilevel cryptography based migrated data. The transitions t1, t2, t3, t4 and t5
present the corresponding actions in it. The condition places p6, p7, p8, p9 and p11 has to be
satisfied for successful migration.

Figure 3: Petri net model before migrating into cloud storage

Figure 4 presents Petri net model for accessing the migrated data from cloud. The places p1, p2, p3,
p4, p5 and p6 represents the steps need to follow before accessing the migrated data. The transition
t1, t2, t3, t4 and t5 present the corresponding actions to achieve the same. The condition p7 and p8
has to satisfy for successful data reception.

Figure 4: Petri net model for accessing the migrated data from cloud

Figure 5: State Chart Diagram of migration and accession
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Figure 5 shows the different states of the data to be stored in cloud before migrating and accessing
the data from the cloud after migration. This can also be applying to save the local Virtual Machines
related files. In cloud IaaS, VMs playing major rule. Private IaaS cloud setup having its own set of
VMs that they use in regular business application. Backup of this VMs and its corresponding
template files like .vmx, .vmdk and so on can be stored in cloud using this technique. A new
optimized ranking algorithm.

4

System Analyze

In this section we analyze the proposed multilevel cryptography algorithm.
(a) Let's take the above derived migration process formula Cloud encryption Ce is => lock (f+ (e(jd
(m))) and accession formula for Cloud decryption process Cd is M=> j-d(d (split - (unlock (s)))). Let us
consider the number of levels is 3, hence to migrate and access levels L1, L2 and L3 and t L3, L2 and
L1 has to be follow respectively.
Let us try to analyze probability of breaking this security from untrustworthy vendor or hacker H. If H
breaks the confidentially then he should be success in L1(unlock key) , L2(decryption key &
algorithm) and L3 (metadata details) levels. As shown in figure 6 , to breach confidentiality H should
Success as SSS probability if we take sample space for 3 leves with Success S and Failure F outcomes.

Figure 6: Multilevel Cryptography Security Model

Probability of Hacking Event E is P(E)=P(SSS)= 1/8. Therefore (probability Theorem) for Inverse of
Event P(E~)=1-P(E)= 1-1/8 =>7/8.
Consider the attack of n times and what is the probability of getting exactly three success SSS.
Applying Probability Theorem 3.6 Given n Bernoulli trials with probability p of success on each
experiment, the probability of exactly j successes is can be derived as
n
b(n, p, j) = � � pj qn−j
j

Where n=number of times attacks, j = number of success, p = probability of success in each try =
1/2=0.5 q=1-p.
Case 1: If hacker attacks 10, 100 and 1000 times, what is the probability of success in all three levels?
b (10, 0.5,3)= �10
� *(1/2)3*(1/2)7 = 120*(1/8)*(1/128)
3

=120/1024 =15/128

=>120*0.125*0.0078125 =>15/128=>0.1171875
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Table 2: Probability of success in 3 level

Figure 7: Graphical Representation: Security distribution for attacks n= {10, 25, 50, 75, 100} for 3 levels.
Table 3: Probability of success for 500 attacks in different levels of security

Figure 8: Graphical Representation Security Distribution for j= {3, 4, 5, 6} for 500 times attack

Different ways of attack could be man in the middle attack, phishing attack, multi tenancy attack,
brute force attach, dictionary attack and so on. By providing multilevel security with multi way and
multi man operation we can provide better security to cloud storage. As shown in above graph1,
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though the any number of attacks increases the security continues to be stable and security gets
increases when the levels are increased. Though there are multilevel and each individual in the level
have no burden of remembering many passwords and techniques. Hence it is not complex too.

5

Conclusion and Future Enhancement

Cryptography is a best technology to store customer data in cloud. Many algorithms and methods
are exists to place the customer data in encryption format. However, it is difficult to gain customer
confidence amount the service provider. We presents on method which helps customer to process
their data in multiple levels and ways before migrating to cloud. Hence the customer no need worry
about the service provider cryptography way. Both migration and accession steps are discussed in
detail. Further we would like to implement this algorithm and make this as a customer side
migration package known as multilevel cloud cryptographer software package.
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